ABSTRACT: This article analyses the establishment of a network of hostels for unemployed workers in Yugoslavia between the two world wars. The analysis investigates the legal, political, and institutional background to these hostels, and how they were conceived and financed. By looking at the development of a new public social policy from the perspective of the jobless, the article aims to examine the nature, goals, and especially the boundaries of a modern provision for Yugoslav workers, namely its strategies and practices of social inclusion and exclusion. The article reveals how a modern concept of unemployment gradually emerged. These hostels were not part of a traditional policy on poverty; they were the expression of a new and more modern form of social policy. The article further shows how new social differences and distances between ''non-working'' people were created, and what specific impact those differences and distances had on the functioning of these institutions.
the unemployed in interwar Yugoslavia represented a traditional form of policy response to poverty, or whether -as I hope to demonstrate -it was the expression of a new and more modern form of social policy. 1 The analysis therefore investigates the legal, political, and institutional background to these hostels, and how they were conceived and financed. The article shows that new discourses on the unemployed developed slowly in Yugoslavia during these years, that a modern concept of ''unemployment'' gradually emerged, and that new hierarchies between ''non-working'' people were established. 2 Regarding the workers' hostels, the article therefore investigates three main issues: the concrete local forms of enforcement of national legal measures; new forms of interaction between municipal and state authorities; and the actual practice of social policy in relation to the unemployed. The analysis of the specific regulations of the hostels and their application will show precisely how new social differences and distances were created, and what specific impact they had on the functioning of these institutions.
This implies taking a theoretical and methodological approach quite distinct from the main preoccupations of the historiography on interwar Yugoslavia of the past two decades. Most historical works focus on the ''national question'', on the political contest between centralists and anti-centralists, on the attempts to find compromises between the various national groups, as well as on the failure to find a solution to such questions -processes that radicalized the national rivalries and contributed to the end of the ''first'' Yugoslavia. 3 Scholarly attention has also been devoted to the educational issues and cultural politics of this period, topics that again are often linked to ''nation-building'' issues. 4 The present article, however, will focus on the fact that the political history of the country influenced the legislative process also in the social field. Furthermore, against the background of the existing major economic inequalities between the regions forming the newly established state, the crucial debate among Yugoslav politicians about state organization (''centralism vs federalism'') was also linked to issues of redistribution and fiscal policy. Building on those dimensions, which have already been investigated, the following considerations on social and labour policies, with particular emphasis on the new facilities for the unemployed, aim to contribute towards a deeper understanding of the ongoing state-building process. The analysis of the public initiatives undertaken will allow us to reconstruct some aspects of the political culture of that time in relation to the poor and the unemployed, linking them with the development of new social policies, and the progressive affirmation of the ideology of state intervention in the economic and social field.
The studies undertaken on economic history, the history of the workers' movement, and welfare policies in interwar Yugoslavia will help me to frame the history I wish to narrate. 5 To investigate the topic of this article, it is necessary to integrate and in some ways modify the approach used thus far in studies dealing with the history of work and social policy in the first Yugoslavia. To this end, I will concentrate on the local level, the micro-dimension, and its interaction with the state level. Furthermore, the focus will be on the new unemployment facilities, an under-researched topic. While the general framework of the development of social policies in Yugoslavia might already be well known, what was and was not done for those looking for a job still needs to be understood more precisely. The state level then has to be integrated with the municipal, the legislative dimension with the practice on the ground. Only by doing so will it be possible to interpret those developments and their relevance for an updated history of labour and of social policies in these regions.
Finally, considering the Yugoslav case will allow us to look at some common European developments from a ''marginal'' point of view, investigating a national case that has hitherto been completely neglected in the comparative historiography of European welfare policies. 6 As evidenced by the last one and a half decades of research inspired by ''global labour history'', it might be very useful to look at the historical experience of semiperipheral countries. Deepening our knowledge of the Yugoslav case will contribute to a comparative history of labour and of European welfare policies, which would also include south-eastern Europe.
D E V E L O P M E N T S I N Y U G O S L AV S O C I A L P O L I C Y
Those arriving in Belgrade by train in search of employment at the beginning of the 1930s would have been greeted by large posters in the railway station advertising an intriguing initiative: hostels for jobless workers in the capital city. 8 There had been two in the city since 6 . The numerous studies of the history of European welfare policies during the twentieth century actually deal with western, southern, and northern Europe. On eastern Europe see Susan Zimmermann, ''Wohlfahrtspolitik und die staatssozialistische Entwicklungsstrategie in der 'anderen' Hälfte Europas im 20. Jahrhundert'', in idem, Johannes Jäger, and Gerhard Melinz (eds) February 1930, one for male and one for female workers, created to offer temporary relief for those who were not from Belgrade and who had arrived there attracted by the possibility of finding an occupation. 9 After having been subjected to a short medical examination, the guests had to take a shower before they could enter the dormitory. The next morning they had to get up, wash, and dress in the dressing rooms before leaving the building. The hostels were one of a number of initiatives undertaken at that time throughout Europe for tackling vagrancy and, as in our particular case, for ''supporting'' public labour intermediation.
10
Within a few years the institutions had clearly got a foothold and the hostels became very popular. One can deduce this not only from the statistics of the overnight stays in these institutions, but also from the activities of those malicious persons awaiting and approaching the newcomers at the railway station, leading them away under the pretence of guiding them to the hostels. It is not hard to imagine the outcome of such encounters, and the reports made to the police by those unfortunate enough to have been robbed speak for themselves. 11 The posters were subsequently exhibited not only at railway stations but at all ports and arrival points in the city, including the river harbours of Belgrade and its suburbs Pančevo and Zemun, 12 on board the main watercraft that docked in those harbours, and at several other city institutions that unemployed workers had to approach.
13
The hostels were an initiative of great importance for those travelling in search of a job and without the means to obtain private accommodation. There were many such travellers in those years, their number increasing constantly throughout the 1920s and especially the 1930s, a time of great movements of people within the Yugoslav state due to the lack of work. Large numbers of jobless workers migrated from the countryside to the city, as well as from one Yugoslav region to another. Nevertheless, no overall evaluation of the phenomenon is possible on the basis of existing research.
14 Until World War I, public unemployment assistance in the regions that later constituted the first Yugoslav state was, where it existed, essentially limited to the municipalities. 15 There are isolated cases of precedents of such hostels for the unemployed, such as the one in Zagreb, operative from 1907 to 1922, with twenty-five beds for men and thirty-five for women. The institution worked within the framework of a local employment bureau, it was financed by the municipality, and both employers and workers paid a fee for every intermediation.
16
Such initiatives took place before a ''modern'' public social policy was shaped, which would conceive of the unemployed as a distinct group, would consider assistance to them (understood as distinguished from assistance to the poor), and would be not occasional but grounded on an officially acknowledged ''right'' of jobless people to be helped by the state. 17 The intermediation between labour supply and demand, for instance, before World War I and also in the first postwar (i.e. Yugoslav) period was still primarily a municipal and later partly provincial duty. It lacked state legislation and coordination, and aid for the jobless still contained theoretical and practical features of the older local poor assistance. 20 followed by a ''Law on workers' protection'' in June of the same year. Both laws were strongly influenced by the Treaty of Versailles, which required the countries involved to implement some socio-political principles, including the introduction of an eight-hour day, union freedom, and the prohibition of child labour. The subscribers were also obliged to become members of the International Labour Organization (ILO), founded in 1919 as an institution of the League of Nations. There is a broad consensus among scholars that social insurance and labour legislation in Yugoslavia were not the result of industrialization, nor of parliamentary action by bourgeois parties, nor of extra-parliamentary pressure on the part of the workers' movement, but above all the result of international agreements. 21 Furthermore, the reasons for the relatively late and limited development of a welfare state in the first Yugoslavia are generally attributed to two main factors: the economic structure of industry, dominated by small and medium-size enterprises and so without large concentrations of workers comparable with those in western European industrial cities; and the peculiarities of the Yugoslav working classes, not only small from a quantitative point of view, but also extremely heterogeneous and still firmly linked to farming activities. 22 Workers' movements were thus, especially in the 1920s, very fragmented, quite limited in quantitative terms, and not very effective in their organizational capacity. This situation changed somewhat in the mid-1930s when a large wave of strikes, raising mainly wage-related issues, took place in many Yugoslav cities. Nevertheless, and despite the vast, detailed but sometimes ''ideologized'' literature of the socialist era concerning trade-union movements and workers' strikes, the question of the making of the working classes, and especially the history of social conflict in this period still await adequate treatment. 24 The degree of contention around these new laws is thus not easy to gauge. Although we quickly learn that the relevant laws, such as the ones mentioned above, were approved almost without any parliamentary debate, 25 and that also academic discussion in relation to them was absent, 26 the new socio-political measures encountered, at the same time, resistance from many sides.
27 This article will shed further light on some of the political contestations related to the initiatives for the jobless, but the main issue underlying political and social conflict in relation to social policy in these years certainly deserves to be investigated further.
Apart from the international context in general and the ILO in particular, there were two other main factors that influenced the formation of a new Yugoslav social policy. On the one hand, the country was in economic difficulties and unemployment rose dramatically. The major cities had already been invaded in the late 1920s by men and women in search of jobs; those unable to find jobs crowded the streets, making the question of mass unemployment extremely ''visible'' and an issue of public concern.
28 On the other hand, the authoritarian-style and centralistic reforms carried out at national level during the 1930s that were characterized by stronger state intervention in the economic and social fields, also had an impact on the new social policies.
The country, a parliamentary monarchy, was actually a fragile construction, and ethno-political tensions merged with social and economic cleavages, undermining the state's stability. In an effort to hold Yugoslavia together, on 6 January 1929 King Aleksandar abolished the 1921 constitution, dismissed the elected parliament, and banned all ethnically based political parties, establishing a ''royal dictatorship'' and promoting By the mid-1930s there was a slow economic upturn in the country, linked to Stojadinović's new economic and social policy. Following developments taking place in the United States and in several other European states, 29 the prime minister was resolute in insisting that the national economy be oriented, sustained, and defined by the state. As a result, tax concessions were introduced for industrial enterprises, a number of peasant debts were cancelled, the state invested in industry and military production, state companies and monopolies were established, and a long series of ''public works'' were promoted. The latter, financed through domestic and foreign loans, was one of the initiatives undertaken by the state in order to keep unemployment down. In addition, a new law promulgated in 1938 increased from six to twenty-six weeks a year the length of time during which one could receive welfare.
30
These were weak and inadequate measures for coping with the unemployment spreading across the country. Nevertheless, they were the expression of a change that was occurring in Yugoslav political culture and social policy, a change that had begun in the late 1920s. Apart from the early steps taken to enforce a new labour legislation, leading politicians became progressively aware of the importance of developing and implementing a modern social policy. It was summarized by Drago Marušić, minister for social policy and public health, in his introduction to the first issue of the monthly periodical Socijalni arhiv, where he declared that ''building a social policy'' ought to be one of the first tasks of a modern state. 31 The shift from past practices was explained clearly by Slobodan Vidaković, an influential sociologist and social reformer, who stressed the urgency of adopting strong state interventionism in the social field and argued that ''social politics is not a philanthropic activity of some generous men or municipalities'', it must be a duty of public (state, regional, and municipal) authorities.
32 One could also read that ''Social policy cannot remain a concern of humanitarian work and of individual generosity [y] . The state is faced with a series of problems which it has to solve with planned efforts and great impetus, because only such systematic and large-scale action can guarantee technical and financial success. '' 33 Between 1922 and 1927, before the world economic crisis, Yugoslav governments did not devote much attention to the issue that most concerns this article, namely unemployment and facilities for the unemployed, focusing rather, as we have seen, on the first state-aid measures for ''workers''; but later, new approaches to the question slowly took shape. From a legislative point of view the turning point is 1935, when the legal grounds for unemployment insurance were created. But, even earlier, important measures had been taken to support jobless people. The most important was the institutionalization (1921-1922) of the ''state'' labour offices, which had replaced the municipal, provincial, and private structures of the past. At the same time, a ''central agency for the labour offices'' (Central Agency) was established in Belgrade to coordinate the activities of the local labour offices. A tax for the latter was introduced in 1922 as a specific fund for the unemployed. The service was financed almost entirely by employers and insured workers. 34 The system as a whole did not begin to operate properly until the end of the 1920s, but the tax had been collected from the beginning of the decade. By 1928, then, approximately 5 million dinars had been paid into the fund. 35 In 1928 the Central Agency obtained a high degree of autonomy, allowing it to manage the funds with greater efficacy. They were designated first and foremost for the municipalities in the form of zero-or very low-interest loans, and with the explicit aim of providing the necessary structures for labour intermediation and for what was to become, from the mid-1930s onwards, the main focus of the Central Agency and its institutions: unemployment benefit. Furthermore, several forms of financial aid were envisaged (mostly, but not exclusively, for the unemployed), as well as a system of benefits to meet the costs of train and ferry tickets, 36 programmes of ''public works'', and ''social housing'', which envisaged the construction of several types of residential buildings for workers. 37 This shows that the hostels that this article deals with were part of a broader set of social policies that were evolving, including labour protection, social security, and -as we will see -policies of poverty relief. Within the framework of this public intervention, specific laws were gradually designed for the unemployed, and enforced through concrete initiatives.
These measures represent a transition from the idea of occasional assistance to the poor towards structural assistance to the ''modern'' unemployed, i.e. those who were increasingly considered victims of the modern economic and industrial system. A change in the public perception of unemployment had been occurring since the turn of the twentieth century, both in Europe as a whole and, later, in Yugoslavia: the notion of unemployment as a ''structural'' result of the modern industrial economy was progressively added to the existing concept of the non-worker as a result of personal and temperamental reasons (above all ''laziness''). 38 Common opinion was sometimes hostile to jobless people: ''You often hear it said that, if they had the wish to work, they would have found a job. '' 39 But a new understanding of the condition of people without an occupation was emerging, and unemployment began to be defined as ''of a social, not a personal nature''. 40 In 1930 a report by the Fund for Establishing and Maintaining Workers' Institutions in Belgrade claimed that ''actual unemployment is not seasonal unemployment, which is short-term and does not afflict all kinds of work, but is a consequence of the world economic crisis and therefore it lasts longer and afflicts all kinds of work''. 41 Throughout the various texts related to this topic, we frequently find references to ''no-fault'' unemployed persons, those who continued to be 36 without a job because of the system and as a consequence of the economic crisis. A good illustration of this is the analysis provided in the ''Handbook for Social Services'' published in 1931 by the Central Agency for Job Intermediation. It aimed to explain the new ''Yugoslav social legislation'': ''under the concept of 'unemployment' we understand those circumstances of non-work into which the worker has consciously fallen because of justifiable reasons or against his will [y]. Therefore we are not interested in that kind of unemployment which was born voluntarily out of unjustifiable reasons.'' 42 Even clearer was the distinction regarding the causes of unemployment, which were divided into two subgroups: (1) ''subjective'' ones, if the worker is unable to work, or if he ''does not want to work because of laziness''; and (2) ''objective'' reasons, when the worker cannot find a job because there is no job on offer. After sketching the general history of unemployment, the report reaches a limpid conclusion: ''Therefore, and with regard to its long-lasting character, unemployment has today become a phenomenon which imposes itself with an uncontrolled force on the entire world as a serious socio-political problem, and on whose solution social structures of the future will depend. '' 43 The shift in the perception of this social phenomenon is well represented by the changed approach of Stjepan Srkulj. When he began his second mandate (1928) (1929) (1930) (1931) (1932) as mayor of Zagreb, he was still a representative of the ''old school'', convinced that the unemployed do not like to work, treating unemployment as a poverty-related issue, and maintaining that social care for jobless people should not come under municipal jurisdiction. In the course of the following years, however, he changed his views: ''The city municipality [y] neither can nor should simply pass over this relevant question of mitigating social misery.'' He began to support welfare institutions, especially those for the unemployed. rejected the first proposal to open a workers' hostel, when unemployed assistance was still equated with poor relief and delegated to private humanitarian associations. 46 In the first half of the 1930s, the political orientation of the municipality changed, and the decision to constructwith public money -several buildings for the unemployed, including a workers' hostel, was approved.
Such developments were not univocal, linear, and uncontested: Krbek's successor, Rudolf Erber, who served as Zagreb's mayor between 1934 and 1936, was an outspoken opponent of these social initiatives. During his mandate he gave shape to a marked ''antisocial and antiworker policy'', preferring to promote repressive measures rather than social aid, and merging unemployment provision with poor relief. 47 Therefore, one must not take it for granted that the municipalities would promptly accept government financial aid and the responsibility for building workers' facilities, and developments similar to the ones in Zagreb can also be found elsewhere, in Belgrade for example: ''The social consciousness of our municipalities was at that time less than today, and we owe it only to the vice-president of Belgrade's municipality of that time, the meritorious social reformer Dr Kosta Jovanović, that the municipality decided to accept this gift, which it had refused some years before. '' 48 Despite criticism and resistance, the progressive emergence of a peculiar social profile of the ''unemployed'' can be observed, and the establishment of aid facilities specific to the unemployed made them distinct from classical forms of poverty relief measures. The latter were traditionally managed by private associations, in collaboration -especially beginning from the 1930s -with the municipalities, and articulated through several initiatives and institutions. The aid was rarely monetary, and instead took the form of gifts of food, particularly during the winter, as well as clothes and wood. Furthermore, a major role was played by soup kitchens. Specific semi-public and private institutions were appointed to manage this kind of activity. 50 Facilities for the unemployed, and especially the workers' hostels, have to be clearly distinguished from all these services:
First of all, workers need to know that the Male Workers' Hostel is not a refuge for poor people. It is not a product of charity. The unemployed worker doesn't come there for begging. There is nothing to be ashamed of when he crosses its doorstep. He must go in with his head up. 51 The dignity of workers is linked to the non-humanitarian character of the institution:
[y] because the Workers' Hostel is a social institution, built with public money. The aim is not to hold poor people in their poverty, but to help the unemployed worker to find a job. [y] . By building the Workers' Hostel the state (because in fact the state erected it, although it is called ''municipal'') didn't take on the role of the rich man who deals with charitable works in order to please God.
52
Hostels for the unemployed were something new, 53 and their function therefore required explanation. Occasionally, the press published strong criticisms, accusing the Central Agency of squandering public money by erecting buildings, instead of helping needy people. However, the Central Agency's response was that, as much as refuges, sanatoria, and hospitals are of crucial importance to tuberculosis patients, the same applies to the hostels and other facilities for the unemployed. 54 In general, the Central Agency considered the aid provided by the hostels a ''real blessing'' for workers, in spite of the inevitable practical compromises. 55 Indeed, most of the press had first vigorously promoted the establishment of the hostels examined here, 56 and then, notwithstanding criticism regarding some minor aspects, celebrated their opening. 57 Such institutions were also a representation of society and its relation to ''work'', of normative social models, and of deviations from those models. ''Nature'', a colonel in the gendarmerie writing in a police journal wrote, ''drives the man to work''.
58 Not working would therefore be ''unnatural'' and dangerous for mental health, ''as demonstrated by the psychiatrists''. One needs ''to distinguish carefully between those unemployed persons who remained unemployed because it was impossible to find a job, and the professional unemployed''.
59
Begging and vagrancy were crimes punished by detention and forced labour, 60 although, in practice, beggars were often banned from the city or, if they were foreigners, from the state, especially in cases of recidivism.
61
If beggars and vagrants were simply to be repressed or removed, it was possible to help at least some of the unemployed by reintegrating them into the labour market and thereby into ''natural'', ''normal'' society. If the unemployed were also homeless, however, they occupied a much more disadvantaged place in that social order. The police may well have been sent, as can be read in the press of that time, to arrest those who were sleeping in the town parks, but ''it is not opportune'', commented a journalist, ''to devolve upon the police the task of solving the social question of unemployment''. The workers' hostels examined in this article are an expression of this shift in political culture in interwar Yugoslavia.
The concern of public authorities with the issue of ''hygiene'' also played an important role in prompting and shaping these state and municipal interventions. Concerning the mass of workers who came from all over Yugoslavia, one could read that since ''they [were] not well-fed, tired, and consumed by their lives, having spent their existence in really difficult economic and hygienic conditions'', they were ''very often carriers of dangerous and serious epidemic diseases''. 63 It was explained that ''the very important preventive function regarding the social hygiene'' performed by these hostels ''can never be stressed enough''. Otherwise, ''these miserable jobless workers would very often carry and sow numerous infectious diseases among the population of Belgrade''. 64 As a consequence, these institutions represented ''the altar of the workers' health''. 65 Finally, it was also a symbolic issue, a matter of ''pride'' for the municipality and the town community, since social institutions began to represent ''the pride of a community and an expression of its cultural level''. 66 In the case of Belgrade, we are dealing with a city that was also the capital of a state and had the ''honour'' to represent the entire country. In the mid-1930s there was a great preoccupation with the ''enormous masses [which] moved from the hinterland to Belgrade and always have a fully unsafe existence'', so that ''Belgrade, once the city with the strongest economic business, is acquiring the aspect of a city of social misery''. 67 The wish, therefore, was for Belgrade's relief facilities to become, through such initiatives, ''the most attractive place in the list of Yugoslav institutions of this kind''.
68 By doing so,
[y] the municipality of Belgrade will raise the flag of social policy above all others in the country and in the Balkans, just as Prague had recently raised it above all of Central Europe. Belgrade must do it. This corresponds both to its historical development, and to the spirit of its citizens. 69 Belgrade and Yugoslavia were projected as the ''lighthouse'' of the Balkans, and this extended even to the social field. The building of hostels for unemployed workers acquired more overtly political values here, because ''they will perform a humanitarian and social, as well as economic and national task. Because to preserve the health of the young labour force [y] means to preserve a reserve labour force for the needs of our economy''. 70 ''Health'', ''labour'', ''economy'', and ''nation'': every initiative in this field ''is really a patriotic and state-building one''.
71

B U I L D I N G T H E H O S T E L S
Some pre-existing buildings were restructured, but more often new buildings were erected to house the labour offices, (male and female) workers' hostels, soup kitchens, and public baths. The precise dynamics of funding differed from case to case, but in general the municipalities, aside from making the sites available for free and investing amounts derived from their own budgets, often received loans from the Central Agency, obtaining additional subventions from the local workers' chambers 72 and the local labour offices. When, on 19 May 1935, Pero Blašković, a member of the presidency of the Central Agency, addressed those attending the inauguration of the new public labour office in Split, which included a workers' hostel, he said: ''You don't owe gratitude to anybody, because it rose from the sweat and corns of workers, and from the devotion of employers.'' 73 The money was, in fact, collected in the province of Split and, after having been held in Belgrade by the Central Agency for several years, finally returned to fund the building of Split's labour office and the new workers' hostel.
Similarly, for the women workers' hostel in Ljubljana (opened on 30 August 1937) an interest-free loan (1,700,000 dinars) was made by the local labour office. 74 In Novi Sad a loan was granted by the Central Agency. In 1929 a considerable loan (10 million dinars) funded by the local labour offices was extended to the municipality of Belgrade, which had been charged with constructing several buildings and institutions in the capital to assist jobless workers, breast-feeding working mothers, and the children of the unemployed. 76 The municipality of Zagreb, in 1932, did not take out loans, but received subventions, and not directly from the Central Agency but from local institutions linked to it and to the Ministry of Social Policy and Public Health, such as the local workers' chamber 77 and the labour office.
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By 1935 the Central Agency had already distributed around 23 million dinars through loans for the construction of ''workers' buildings'' (labour offices, hostels, soup kitchens, and public baths) throughout the country.
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To this economic support we should add the occasional subventions by various agencies: the Central Agency itself, the king, the Ministry of Social Policy and Public Health, the provinces, workers' chambers, and the municipalities themselves. 80 This means that, even in times of profound economic crisis, the municipalities and many other public institutions directed a share of their budgets to these structures and their maintenance.
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It is important therefore to recognize a synergy between ''central'' and ''local'' authorities, between the state and the municipalities, with funds coming primarily from workers' and employers' contributions, and marginally from other forms of public -state and municipal -taxation. The creation of jobless workers' hostels and other facilities was due therefore not to an exclusively municipal dynamic or, for that matter, to charitable or private initiatives. What occurred, in the context of the changes in Yugoslav social policy described above, was rather a ''convergence of interests'' between municipal and state authorities, with the aim of combating the pressing mass unemployment of those years.
The international context played a role not only in the development of a new public social policy in general terms, but also more specifically in the projects of the hostels. Analogous initiatives in some central European cities were actually examined and compared. For the Belgrade project, for example, two representatives, a man and a woman, were sent to Pest, Prague, Dresden, and Vienna, to collect information on local aid facilities and on how they operated. 82 The creation of jobless workers' hostels all over Yugoslavia was thus the result of the interaction of such international, national, and local dynamics. On the eve of World War II there were twenty-six of them in total, spread throughout the country (see Figure 1) . 
R U N N I N G T H E H O S T E L S
Most of the hostels were built and fitted out between 1932 and 1936. Capacity could vary considerably, as could the general terms and conditions of admission. While in most circumstances an overnight stay had to be paid for, generally at the rate of 4 dinars per night (the rate in Ljubljana was 5 dinars), four hostels offered free shelter. In the smaller hostels, especially, the use of the facility was limited to between three and five nights; in some larger hostels there was no formal limit on how long one could stay.
Who was entitled to sleep in these hostels? Considering that in most facilities users had to pay, lodgers had to have at least some cash. Poverty, therefore, was not a valid reason for admission. After all, even the name of these institutions made it clear that they were not designed for ''poor'' people and ''vagrants'', for whom there existed, as mentioned, specific institutions.
This emerges even more clearly from the requirement stipulating (at least theoretically in some hostels, and certainly for those in the larger cities) that workers be registered for social insurance. 83 It was not enough, therefore, simply to be vaguely ''unemployed''. A potential occupant had to belong to one of the professional categories covered by the workers' insurance law, and to have paid insurance contributions. And this had to be proved by submitting appropriate documentation. Whoever knocked on the doors of these institutions needed to be in possession of at least some money and a valid insurance card. It goes without saying that such restrictions excluded legions of ''aspiring workers'' who arrived in the big cities. These institutions were therefore open only to certain people, to the ''elite'' of the unemployed, so to speak. All in all, the former were ''well-off'' compared with ''the large majority of miserable workers and farmers [who] continue to lack a roof''. 84 The intention was to ''conceive of'' unemployment through such rules, to define it, to limit it, and to establish a hierarchy among those looking for work. By doing so, a mini-elite among the unemployed were created, who managed, in spite of everything, to obtain a cot and a shower, at least for a few days.
The formalization of and internal hierarchy among the unemployed can also be traced in other analogous assistance initiatives. For example, the rules for train and ferry tickets for the unemployed are very precise and define a time limit since the applicant's previous occupation, the duration of their previous occupation, the probability of finding a job in the place of destination, and a series of other aspects. 85 Similarly, the right to benefit from the soup kitchens for the unemployed also depended on one's working status, family situation, and a range of other factors. 86 It is even possible to observe how such rules were refined over time, usually becoming more restrictive. Internal distinctions and definition strategies also had a gender dimension: although there were two hostels only for women (in Belgrade and Ljubljana), 87 many of the other hostels were designated exclusively for men, and in cases where both sexes were admitted there were always many fewer places for women than for men (see Table 1 ). Certainly, there were some facilities provided especially for female workers, including breast-feeding working mothers, but the entire scheme, in general terms, was evidently designed primarily for men. Furthermore, gender discrimination was at the source of the system: the hostels were conceived first and foremost for insured workers, and the percentage of insured male workers was higher than the percentage of insured female workers. 88 This necessarily resulted in women having more limited access to these institutions -not to mention the difficulty they faced in paying for the tickets in cash.
Even the 4 dinars charged at the majority of hostels was actually too much for most of the unemployed. In the mid-1930s 4 dinars represented roughly one-fifth of the average male daily wage. 89 In Zagreb, complaints about this attracted the attention of the press, which explained why many workers preferred, at half the price, to opt for a bed in one of the crowded private dormitories on the outskirts of the city, where there was the further possibility of sharing the bed, and thus the cost. 90 The hostel's managing board did consider the workers' request to reduce the price to 3 dinars, but in the end they decided against it. 91 In Belgrade, too, where initially one had to pay 5 dinars, 92 later (in 1935) reduced to 4, 93 the issue was constantly discussed. It was noted that many construction workers ended up sleeping at the construction site. Nonetheless, the principle that ''everyone pays'' (with the exception of children) was firmly maintained, as was the idea that anything less than 4 dinars was unthinkable. 94 It was not always the workers who paid: from the beginning, the system was conceived in such way that it envisaged ''coupons'' being purchased and distributed by local labour offices, workers' chambers, and aimed to have as many beds as possible occupied; whether overnight stays were paid through the ''coupons'', directly by jobless workers, or by workers with a job was of secondary importance.
Summing up all the results of these initiatives one can conclude that, despite having to purchase tickets (though in some locations the aid provided was substantial), workers made widespread use of these hostels. Even though no overall data covering all hostels are available, the available documentation is sufficient to enable us to understand how those structures operated. In the Belgrade hostels, for instance, in 1937-1938 almost 116,000 overnight stays were recorded in the male hostel and more than 25,700 in the female, 102 with a total, during eight years of activity (1930) (1931) (1932) (1933) (1934) (1935) (1936) (1937) (1938) , of 979,229 overnight stays. 103 The figures relating to the other hostels are quite different, due to their smaller size and differing socio-economic contexts. Nonetheless, even in the case of the small hostel in Zagreb, 92,932 overnight stays were recorded for the first four years (1933-1937) of activity. 104 Yugoslav's other hostels must also have operated at full capacity, given that in its budget for 1939 Split envisaged an income of 97,000 dinars from paying guests, and the other hostels too assumed full occupancy. 105 The general impression is that the system worked quite well, and a considerable number of jobless workers in Yugoslavia were able to take advantage of it.
C O N C L U S I O N
In his address to inaugurate a new building that included a workers' hostel, a member of the Central Agency stated that: ''[i]nvested in this useful and attractive edifice is money derived exclusively from employers' and workers' contributions, and it is therefore a workers' house''.
106 The financing issue was one initial aspect that distinguished these the new social policies from the assistance previously provided to the poor and to workers: the workers' hostels were not the result of private charity, nor solely of municipal initiatives; they were the result of an interaction between local and state public organs within the framework of an emerging welfare system. As I have shown by analysing the funding of the workers' hostels, those hostels were built and maintained exclusively using public money.
While many aspects of the nascent Yugoslav welfare policy in the interwar period are already known, taking a more micro-analytical approach can contribute not only to revealing under-researched aspects, such as social policies towards jobless workers; it can also shed more light on the changes that occurred in state and municipal social policy as well as in political culture. External factors, such as international obligations and the influence of the International Labour Organization, together with domestic developments, including political and economic reforms, the affirmation of state interventionism, the local effects of the world Table 4 . Overall number of overnight stays in Zagreb's male workers' hostel.
economic crisis, and, last but not least, the drastic growth of unemployment, promoted new approaches towards social care and unemployment in particular. It is therefore possible to maintain that, in spite of all the hesitation and difficulties relating to Yugoslav social policy during this period, especially regarding the unemployed, expensive structures were established in order to offer, at least for some, temporary refuge.
The history of the workers' hostels also gives an opportunity for further insights into the emergence of new concepts of unemployment and into the nature of the facilities for the unemployed, as well as into the ways they distinguished themselves from traditional, philanthropic poverty relief. In this process new definitions and boundaries were elaborated: the rules that regulated access to these hostels shaped in a normative way various sub-types of the unemployed: from the ''elite'', the relatively well-off workers able to pay for their stay themselves; the ''second class'', jobless workers who received coupons for free, because they satisfied all the formal requirements; and the ''third class'', the excluded ones, who were not registered for social insurance and were too poor to purchase a ticket that would have allowed them to stay.
Apart from all the limitations of the system, from a theoretical as well as cultural and legal point of view a novelty was introduced: the unemployed acquired a proper juridical as well as social profile, and for some of them this was linked to new privileges. A ''right'' was taking form, which some of the unemployed could now claim. Far from being charity, this kind of aid was a welcome novelty for some Yugoslav (jobless) workers.
At the same time, the exclusion mechanisms gained in clarity: those who did not belong to these socio-professional categories were simply not admitted, and relegated to poverty refuges or other institutions. The analysis of the general legal framework, and especially of the specific rules and regulations of the hostels, has shown that these further emphasized the distance between insured and uninsured workers and between men and women. Being at the crossroads of poor relief and provision for workers, these hostels allow a precise observation of the boundaries between these two spheres. What has emerged is that these institutions were not simply for persons looking for work, but -as the very name of the hostels made clear -for ''jobless workers''. Este artículo analiza el establecimiento de una red de albergues destinados a los trabajadores en paro en Yugoslavia en el periodo que corre entre las dos guerras mundiales. El análisis investiga el trasfondo legal, político e institucional de este tipo de albergues, el proceso por el que fueron concebidos y la forma en que fueron financiados. Prestando atenció n al desarrollo de un nuevo tipo de política social pú blica desde la perspectiva del desempleado, el artículo trata de examinar la naturaleza, los objetivos y, especialmente, los límites de prestaciones modernas para los trabajadores en Yugoslavia, específicamente sus estrategias y prácticas de inclusió n y exclusió n social. El artículo muestra la emergencia de forma gradual de una idea moderna de desempleo. Este tipo de albergues no fueron parte de una política tradicional de asistencia a los pobres, sino que fueron la expresió n de una nueva y más moderna forma de política social. El texto, además, muestra có mo se creaban nuevas diferencias y distancias sociales entre personas ''no trabajadoras'', y el impacto concreto que tuvieron sobre el funcionamiento de este tipo de instituciones.
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